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Tropical Kingbird

Tyrannus melancholicus

1

11-19-2016 4:00 PM

Not yet (please do, eBird is great!)

Lancaster

Peach Bottom

Peach Bottom Boat Launch

Riparian/Woodland

40' (?)

Storm front coming in

Sony DSC-H300

Typical Kingbird appearance, yellow belly, thicker looking bill then Western.

Typical flycatcher behavior, flitting around along high tree top perches, before flying
down to a utility wire, and then into this tree. It appeared to be hawking insects and was
briefly calling (as can be seen and heard in video) before dipping down into brush along
shoreline where it could not be located afterwards, in part due to strong winds and
storm front coming in.

Mostly due to other more experienced birders reports. Bird was identified by much
more experienced birders while I was there as well. Calls do sound like that of Tropical
Kingbird compared to Western, though I don't have much experience with either
species, none with the Tropical Kingbird outside of this.
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Bird (which had been reported and was identified by other birders) was flying in typical
flycatcher fashion from tree to tree and started to call. I stopped taking stills and took
this video. Sorry for noisy breathing, that's me, the phone ringing is from the person
standing next to me. I didn't catch his name. This bird was witnessed by a number of
other birders at this day and time, I just don't know any of their names.

Pretty sure, other more experianced birders had identified the bird, calls sound like
recordings I have heard of this species. I have no experaine with this species prior.

Video
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